New Product Enhancements – 2nd Quarter 2015

Responsive Web Design—Use LearningExpress Library™ on Any Device!

Take LearningExpress Library™ with you!

New Search Engine & Optimization—Better Usability & Performance!

Search Engine Benefits
- Faster results
- Improved searchability
- Searches available in English and Spanish

Product Optimization Benefits
- Faster processing
- Quicker page loading

Enhanced Design—Improved Workflow

New Page Layout
- Improved navigation
- More convenient browsing
Resource Changes: 2nd Quarter 2015

**Career Center**
*Occupation Added*
Electrical

*Resources Added*
Journeyman Electrician Practice Exam 1
Journeyman Electrician Practice Exam 2
EMT Practice Exam 1 (updated)
EMT Practice Exam 2 (updated)
Praxis® Core Mathematics Practice Test 2
Praxis® Core Mathematics Practice Test 3
Praxis® Core Mathematics Practice Test 4
Praxis® Core Reading Practice Test 2
Praxis® Core Reading Practice Test 3
Praxis® Core Reading Practice Test 4
Praxis® Core Writing Practice Test 2
Praxis® Core Writing Practice Test 3
Praxis® Core Writing Practice Test 4
*Police Officer Exam, 5th edition* (new edition)
*ASVAB Success, 4th edition* (new edition)
*ASVAB Power Practice, 2nd edition* (new edition)

**College Preparation Center**
*Resources Added*
AP® Psychology Practice Exam 1
AP® Psychology Practice Exam 2

**College Center**
*Resources Added*
*Critical Thinking Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd edition* (new edition)

*Resources Removed*
MCAT Practice Tests (2007 exam)
*Coming soon—practice tests for the new 2015 MCAT

**High School Equivalency Center**
*Resources Added*
GED® Test Flash Review: RLA
GED® Test Flash Review: Math
GED® Test Flash Review: Social Studies
GED® Test Flash Review: Science

**School Center – Common Core**
*Resources Added*
6th Grade Math Tutorial
8th Grade Math Tutorial
Middle School Math for Parents Tutorial
High School Functions Tutorial
High School Number and Quantity Tutorial
High School Math Practice: Seeing Structure in Expressions 1
High School Math Practice: Seeing Structure in Expressions 2
High School Math Practice: Arithmetic with Polynomials & Rational Expressions 1
High School Math Practice: Arithmetic with Polynomials & Rational Expressions 2
High School Math Practice: Creating Equations 1
High School Math Practice: Creating Equations 2
High School Math Practice: Reasoning with Equations & Inequalities 1
High School Math Practice: Reasoning with Equations & Inequalities 2
High School Math Practice: Interpreting Functions 1
High School Math Practice: Interpreting Functions 2
High School Math Practice: Linear, Quadratic, & Exponential Models 1
High School Math Practice: Linear, Quadratic, & Exponential Models 2
High School Math Practice: Similarity, Right Triangles, & Trigonometry 1
High School Math Practice: Similarity, Right Triangles, & Trigonometry 2
High School Math Practice: Geometry with Circles 1
High School Math Practice: Geometry with Circles 2
High School Math Practice: Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 1
High School Math Practice: Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 2
High School Math Practice: Geometric Measurement & Dimension 1
High School Math Practice: Geometric Measurement & Dimension 2
High School Math Practice: Modeling with Geometry Practice 1
High School Math Practice: Modeling with Geometry Practice 2
High School Math Practice: The Real Number System 1
High School Math Practice: The Real Number System 2
High School Math Practice: Quantities 1
High School Math Practice: Quantities 2
High School Math Practice: The Complex Number System 1
High School Math Practice: The Complex Number System 2
High School Math Practice: Vector & Matrix Quantities 1
High School Math Practice: Interpreting Categorical & Quantitative Data 1
High School Math Practice: Interpreting Categorical & Quantitative Data 2
*Critical Thinking Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day, 3rd edition* (new edition)

*Ebooks appear in Italics*